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The stability properties of an intense relativistic electron beam
propagating through a collisionless background plasma are investigated
within the framework of the Vlasov-Maxwell equations. It is assumed that
Vi /y << 1, where j=b,e,i denote beam electrons, plasma electrons, and
2plasma ions, respectively, and v. and y.m.c are Budker's parameter and
J J J
the characteristic energy, respectively, of plasma component j. The
analysis is carried out for the class of rigid-rotor equilibrium
distribution functions in which all particles of plasma component j
have the same value of energy in a frame rotating with angular velocity
W and the same value of axial canonical momentum.. From the stability
analysis for coupled transverse oscillations between the beam electrons
2 2
and the plasma electrons, it is found for a low density beam (w /W < 0.5)pb cb o
that perturbations with azimuthal harmonic numbers k > 2 are the most
unstable modes. Moreover, the fundamental mode (2=1) is completely
stabilized whenever the conducting wall is sufficiently close to the plasma
boundary. The ion resonance stability properties are also investigated,
including the interaction of the beam electrons with the plasma ions.
It is shown that the instability domain for the ion resonance instability
extends to large values of axial wavenumber kz for high harmonic numbers k.
2I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there have been several experimental and
theoretical studies of the equilibrium and stability properties
of intense relativistic electron beams. Two of the most basic insta-
bilities that characterize relativistic beam-plasma systems are related
to the coupled transverse oscillations10 of the beam electrons with
the plasma electrons or with the plasma ions. Previous analyses1 0
of these instabilities have been restricted to the fundamental mode, i.e.,
to Z=l, where k is the azimuthal mode number. In this paper, we inves-
tigate stability properties for higher harmonic coupled transverse
oscillations of an intense relativistic electron beam propagating through
a collisionless background plasma.
The analysis is carried out within the framework of the Vlasov-
Maxwell equations for an infinitely long electron beam propagating
parallel to a uniform magnetic field B Oz through a uniform cylindrical
background plasma with radius R (Fig. 1). It is assumed that v./y. << 1,
p J J
2
where v. and y.mjc are Budker's parameter and the characteristic
J J J
energy, respectively, m. is the rest mass, c is the speed of light in
vacuo, and j=b,e,i denote beam electrons, background plasma electrons,
and plasma ions, respectively. Equilibrium and stability properties
are calculated for the specific choice of the equilibrium distribution
function [Eq. (6)]
0 n (H2f (x = n 6(H-w.P -M.c2 )(P
i 27Ty m i e j J z YJ Jac
where H is the energy, P is the canonical angular momentum, Pz is the
axial canonical momentum, fi. is the particle density at r=0 for plasma
component j, and w. and y. are constants. Equilibrium properties are
J J
examined in Sec. II.
3The formal stability analysis for transverse oscillations is carried
out in Sec. III, including the interaction of the beam electrons with
both plasma electrons and plasma ions. Making use of the linearized
Vlasov-Maxwell equations, we obtain the general dispersion relation for
transverse oscillations [Eq. (57)]. Equation (57), when combined
with Eq. (56), constitutes one of the main results of this paper, and
can be used to investigate stability properties for a broad range of
system parameters.
In Sec. IV, stability properties for coupled beam electron-plasma
electron oscillations are investigated for general values of azimuthal
mode number 2. A detailed analytic and numerical investigation of
the dispersion relation for electron-electron interactions is also
presented in Sec. IV for a broad range of system parameters. For low
beam densities satisfying w2 /cb2  < 0.5, it is found that the higherpb cb%
harmonic perturbations with 2 > 2 are the most unstable modes. Moreover,
the fundamental (k=l) mode is completely stabilized whenever the conducting
wall is sufficiently close to the plasma boundary.
The ion resonance instability is investigated in Sec. V, including
the interaction of the relativistic beam electrons with the plasma ions.
The numerical analysis of the dispersion relation for the ion resonance
instability is carried out in Sec. V in the cold-fluid limit
characterized by r /R - 0. Here r . is the characteristic thermal
Lj p LU
Larmor radius for plasma component j. From this analysis, we find that
the instability domain extends to large values of axial wavenumber for
high harmonic numbers 2. Moreover, the maximum growth rate of the
instability increases slowly with increasing harmonic number 2.
4II. EQUILIBRIUM CONFIGURATION AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
The equilibrium configuration is illustrated in Fig. 1. It
consists of an intense relativistic electron beam propagating parallel
ext
to a uniform applied magnetic field, e =B0A, through a uniform
cylindrical background plasma with radius R . For simplicity, we assume
p
that the radius of the electron beam is same as the plasma radius R ,
p
and that the plasma ions are singly charged. The radius of the grounded
cylindrical conducting wall is denoted by Rc. The applied magnetic field
provides confinement of the equilibrium configuration in the radial
direction. As shown in the figure, we introduce a cylindrical
polar coordinate system (r,6,z). In order to make the analysis tractable,
it is assumed that
v. 2
-- = N <<
j m.c2 y
where j=b,e,i denote beam electrons, plasma electrons, and plasma ions,
respectively, vis Budker's parameter, Nj=2rx dr r n?(r) is the number
0
of particles per unit axial length, n (r) is the equilibrium particle
2.
density, -e is the electron charge, and yjm c is the characteristic
particle energy for species J. Note that mb=m e, where me is the electron
rest mass. Furthermore, we also assume that the net azimuthal current
produced by the azimuthal rotation of the various plasma components
(j=b,e,i) is sufficiently small that the corresponding axial self magnetic
field B (r)z can be neglected in comparison with B & .
z %Z O%z
For azimuthally symmetric equilibria with a/9e=O and a/az=O, there
are three single-particle constants of the motion. These are the total
energy H,
H=(m c 4 +c 2 2 ) 1/2+e (r) (2)
5the canonical angular momentum P,
Pe=r [pe+(e /c)rB0/ 2] , (3)
and the axial canonical momentum P
P =p +(e /c)As(r) , (4)
z z z
where p0 (r) is the electrostatic potential for the equilibrium self
electric field, As (r) is the axial component of vector potential for
z
the azimuthal self-magnetic field, lower case p denotes mechanical
momentum, and p is related to the particle velocity X by
2 2 2 1/2
v i/[ (lp/1 (5)
Any distribution function f9(x,p) that is a function only of the single-
particle constants of the motion in the equilibrium fields satisfies
the steady-state (3/3t=O) Vlasov equation. For present purposes,
we assume that the equilibrium distribution function for component j
(j=b,e,i) is of the form1 1
Sn. 2
f 0(x,p) = 2j~m 6(H-w P -mm 2 )Mpz m c),(6)
J J
where i. is the particle density at r=O, and w , ., and Y are
J J j
constants. Equation (6) indicates that all the particles of component j
2
have the same value of total energy (7 m.c ) in a frame of reference
J
rotating with angular velocity w., and the same value of axial canonical
momentum (Y m S c), where we assume that the constant S. is related
to y. by S=1-1/y2 and c is the speed of light in vacuo.
The equilibrium self-field potentials are to be calculated self-
consistently from the steady-state Maxwell equations. The equilibrium
Poisson equation can be expressed as
61a r a (r)=-4n e n (r) (7)
r r rJ
where n (r) is the local number density of component j,
nj(r)=Jd3p fo(H,P,P) .(8)
Furthermore, the z-component of the s Maxwell equation can be
expressed as
1 r As(r)= - 4Ye n(r)V0. (r) , (9)
r 3r r z c LjjZj
where V 0 (r) is the mean axial velocity of component j,
zJ
0 d 3p vz f 0(H,P,Pz)Vzj(r) = 3 0 (H. (10)
fd p f (H,PePz)
Consistent with Eq. (1), the r-6 kinetic energy is assumed small in
comparison with the rest mass energy. Substituting pz= jm c-(e./c)A (r)
into Eq. (2) and Taylor expanding for small p 2+p 2 , we find that H-W.P
can be approximated by
2 2
2 r +P2
H-w P =y (r)m c + y ( + e P0 j (
e zj j 2y zj(r)m
where
2 2 42 2 1/2
y *(r)m c ={m c +c2[y m ac-(e /c)As(r)]2/ . (12)
Taylor expanding 00 (r) and y .(r) about r=0, and retaining terms to
quadratic order in r, we find
2 1 2 2 1 2 2
H-j PO jm c + 2ym r e jm r) ] + 2ym ymr2 2
(13)
where
0 2 =-C W W -W eIIf ~i j)(4j j j cj j ymj kek j(k
Here e.=sgne., and w .=eB /y.m.c is the relativistic cyclotron frequency.
3 J cj QJJ
7Defining the laminar rotation frequencies w* and w by
J
= - )cj 8 2 kI (- , (15)j 2 cji I m kk k
Sjm cj k
Eq. (14) can be expressed in the equivalent form
Q 2=(W +-W )Wi-W(16)
i i i J
Substituting Eqs. (6) and (13) into Eq. (8), we find
0 , 0 < r 
< R ,
n (r)= (17)
0, R < r < R ,
p c
where the plasma radius Rp is defined by
2 2 2
R =2c ( -y )/y i2. , j=b,e,i . (18)
p j j j j
Equation (18) assures that the three plasma components (i.e., beam
electrons, plasma electrons, and plasma ions) have a common radius R .
It is important to note that Eq. (10) can be approximated by
V0 (r)= c (19)
for v /Y << 1. Moreover, it can also be shown that the equilibrium
pressure tensor in the plane perpendicular to z-axis is isotropic with
perpendicular pressure P. (r)=n (r)T0 (r) given by
J.L J Ji
2 2r r pr+(p -Yjmjo r)2f H ,)(
n 0 (r)T (r) =2 7r dpp dpz r ym w f (HPz),(20)
2 2 2 0
where p =p +(p 6 -y m W r)2, and T (r) is the transverse temperature profile.
Defining
. Y m.- Q 2R , (21)J.L 2 j j p
and substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (20) gives
T0 (r)=i. (1-r 2/R 2 (22)
r.L J.< p
for 0 < r < Rp.
8III. LINEARIZED VLASOV-MAXWELL EQUATIONS
In this section, we make use of the linearized Vlasov-Maxwell
equations to study the stability properties for coupled transverse
oscillations of an intense relativistic electron beam propagating
through a background plasma. We adopt a normal-mode approach in which
all perturbations are assumed to vary with time according to
6 D(x, t)=0 ( )exp (-iwt),
where Imw > 0. Here, w is the complex eigenfrequency. The Maxwell
equations for the perturbed fields can be expressed as
VxN~)=i( () (23)
where E) and B(x) are the perturbed electric and magnetic fields,
respectively, and p(x) and J(x) are the perturbed charge and current
densities defined by
p(x)=Xejfd3p fyx,) (24)
and
(x)= d . (25)
In Eqs. (24) and (25), the perturbed distribution function f (xk) is
given by
0 v'xB(x') 0f (x,k)=-e dTexp(-icJ) (x')+ * j ,0 (26)
where T=t'-t, and the particle trajectories x'(t') and k'(x') satisfy
9d '/dt'=v' and dp'/dt'=e [ (0(')+Q 0)/c], with "initial" conditions
x' ('=t)= and ('=)=y.
The present stability analysis is carried out for long axial
wavelengths, i.e., for perturbations with the axial wavenumber k
z
satisfying
k R << k2 (27)z p
where k is the azimuthal harmonic number. Moreover, the stability
properties are investigated for low-frequency perturbation satisfying
IR 22 <c . (28)
Fourier decomposing the perturbed field amplitudes according to
0(x)=0(r)exp.[i(k6+kz)], (29)
and making use of Eqs. (27) and (28), it is straightforward to show
that the Maxwell equations (23) can be approximated by
r - k(r-R) ;(r)=-4-p (r) (30)(r r ar r
and
r 
- A(r)= 4- .z(r) (31)\rr ar Dr c
where
0(r)=irE (r)/2 , (32)
A(r) is the axial component of the perturbed vector potential amplitude,
and (x) is the Heaviside step function defined by
, x > 0
(xW= (33)
0 ,x < 0.
Other components of the perturbed fields can be expressed in terms of
4(r) and A(r) as
10
BE (r)=-(a/ar)A(r)
(34)
Br (r)=iZA(r)/r
E z(r)=-i[k z r)-(w/c)A(r)].
Consistent with Eq. (27), we have neglected the influence of the per-
turbed axial magnetic field B z(r) in obtaining Eqs. (30)-(34).
Substituting Eqs. (32) and (34) into Eq. (26), we obtain
f (~p =ed y r)(oo-k0) di (r)
z j a z c 0 j
xexp{i[Y1(e1'e)-(w-kz C)T]}) (35)
where the effective perturbation potential p (r) in a frame of reference
moving with velocity V =%c is defined by
5(r)=4(r) - zA(r)~ (r)- .A(r) . (36)y mc
2 2 2Moreover, p2=p 2+(P-Yjmwjr) , and use has been made of p /yjm= S, which
is consistent with Eq. (1). In the subsequent analysis, we neglect
terms proportional to Df 0/ap in Eq. (35), since the corrections
J z
associated with these terms are of order vI /y (<< 1) or smaller. In
this regard, Eq. (35) can be further simplified to give
pp) = e (r)+ (w- -kz jc)
(37)
xjO0 dTi (r')exp{i[z(e'-G)-(w-k z c) ]}[ .
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In order to carry out the time integration in Eq. (37), it is
useful to introduce the polar momentum variables (p1 ,p) in the rotating
frame defined by
p +y m W y=pIcos ,
(38)
p -Y m w x=pisin4 ,
2 2 2
where p r=p  & m r) . Note also that the Cartesian coordinates
(x,y) are related to the polar coordinates (r,O) by x=rcosO and y=rsine.
In this context, the transverse equations of motion for particles of
species j can be expressed as1 1'12
1 P.L +
x'(T) = + [sin(+w .T)-sin($+w. T)]
i - + 
+
+r (.-w.)cos(6+w T)-r(w -w.)cos(o+w T)J~ -J j j Ji
y' (T) = + -W[cos(e+W. T)-cos($+W T)]
+r(W -w~)sin(O+Wjr)-r(w - +)sin(O+W.T), (39)
where T=t'-t, and the frequencies w are defined in Eq. (15).
The perturbed charge density is determined by substituting Eq. (37)
into Eq. (24). This gives
00 C0
P(r)=27e21y Idpip.L dpz jN(r)+(w-kw.-k j.c01 ] (40)
i JMIj 1j.. P.L PJ. JJZ
where the orbit integral I. is defined by
J
02r dT (r')expji[k(e'-8)-(w-k z C)T]} . (41)
It can be shown in the subsequent analysis that Eqs. (30) and (31),
combined with Eq. (37), support solutions in which the perturbed charge
density and current density are equal to zero except at r=R . In this
p
12
case it follows from Eqs. (30) and (31) that the function i.(r) has the
simple form
p (r)=p(r)-S A(r)=d1 r d 2 r =C r , (42)
for 0 < r < Rp. Here, C =d 1 -6 d2 , and d1 and d2 are constants. The
required orbit integral 1. [Eq. (41)] becomes
I=iC dTexp[-iZ6-i(w-k Sjc)T]f o [r'exp(io')]
(43)
Substituting Eq. (39) into Eq. (43), it is readily shown that
A p(r 0 + +
( + -) E0 dTexp[-i(w-kzaC)T][( - )exp(iw i)-( -_ )exp(iW~T)]
J .J (44)
where %(r)=Cr. After some straightforward algebra that utilizes
Eqs. (6) and (40), Eq. (30) can be expressed as
2 w2 R
r - -k 2 (r-R) $(r)=- * (r) P r. (w) 6(r-Rp) (45)
r- r 2 z p JA2r=-
r j V
where v=2T /y m. is the thermal velocity, w *=47re i /y m. is the plasma
frequency-squared, T. is the maximum transverse temperature (at r=0)
defined in Eq. (21), and I (w) is defined by
+.-W w-kw.-k 6.c
r (w)=-l+ - +
S-W.+) n=0 nO-n)!ow-k c-ko -n(w -. ) \ -W
J J zJ J I J J 3i J
(46)
Similarly, Eq. (31) can be expressed as
2 m2.R1 W .R.\
r - _ A(r)=-X% I (r) Pi Fr(w)6(r-R ),
r 2 v.
J (47)
where use has been made of the approximation pz /ym ~cS , which is
consistent with Eq. (1).
The right-hand side of the eigenvalue equation (45) is equal to
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zero except at the surface of the plasma (r=R ). Therefore, in the
p
vicinity of the surface r=R , the solution to Eq. (45) can be expressed as
r , r <R
p
(r)=d1  (48)
(R /Rc 2k(GRc r -r )/Gg,, r>R ,
where
g z1-(R /R c) /G (49)
and
1 % kz R 2 Z! 2G= ___--I(50)
2k kzR) (k R )z c
In Eq. (50), I (x) and K (x) are the modified Bessel functions of the
first and second kinds, respectively, of order k. Note that G approaches
unity when kZRc is reduced to zero. We also note that $(r) is continuous
at r=R . Multiplying Eq. (45) by r and integrating with respect r.
from R (1-E) to R (1+e) with e*O+, we obtain
2 2
d=g g P 2 j i(w)(d 1- d2) (51)
J 26 v
Similarly, it can be shown from Eq. (47) that
2.2
d.2=1A j 2 r (w) (d 1 d2 52)
j 2 ki.
where
gA= 1-(R /RC) .(53)
Multiplying Eq. (52) by (- k) and adding to Eq. (51) gives
CkF( w$ Ak 2 ()C . (54)
j 26. j
From Eq. (54), we find, after some straightforward algebra that
YDkj (W)C =0 , (55)
where
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2 2W .R
D j6 k j -(OA akB ) 2 j (W) ,(56)
2 v.
and 6kj is the Kronecker delta. It follows from Eq. (55) that the condition
for a nontrivial solution (C. not all zero) is given by
J
det[Dkj M()=0 . (57)
Equation (57) determines the complex eigenfrequency w, and is, in effect,
the dispersion relation for the present problem. Note that for very long
wavelength perturbations satisfying
(kz R C) <1, (58)
the geometrical factors g and gA satisfy g= gA. In this case, we
introduce a new geometric factor gf defined by
gf=./gA = ' (59)
In the remainder of this article, the analysis is limited to perturbations
satisfying Eqs. (58) and (59).
An important parameter that characterizes the importance of kinetic
effects for component j is the ratio of characteristic thermal Larmor
radius (i /='Owcj) to the plasma radius R . Making use of Eqs. (16)
and (21), it is straightforward to show that
.2 -2 2 + -
r L v Q (W.-W )(W -W-)6I = i=-3j 1 (60)
2 2 2 2 2R R w. w. w.,
p p cj cj cj
where w is defined in Eq. (15). Evidently, the cold-fluid limit,
where the motion of component j is approximately laminar with k << R
Li
corresponds to rotation velocities that satisfy w. w. A careful
examination of the expression for P (W) shows that1 2
15
w2 R
2
lim 2 r(W)
2 I 2 ji
2 (61)
2(w-k c-k ~)[(w-k C- c)+(C .+2w-)]
z i Wi z 3 3i 3 c3
Substituting Eq. (61) into Eq. (54) gives
2
(1-Sk W
gfCk + k C (62)
j 2(w-k z c-.Zc-)[(w-k .c-9,W.)+(e .+2o )
z j j zj j j c3 j
in the cold-fluid limit.
Equations (56) and (57) constitute one of the main results in this
paper, and can be used to investigate the stability properties for a
broad range of system parameters. In general, the analysis of Eq. (57)
is fairly complicated since Eq. (57) is a three-by-three determinant
involving three plasma components (j=b,e,i). However, in several limiting
cases of experimental interest, we can decouple the interaction of the
three plasma components, thereby obtaining a simplified dispersion relation.
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IV. STABILITY PROPERTIES FOR COUPLED BEAM ELECTRON-PLASMA
ELECTRON OSCILLATIONS
In this section, we investigate the stability properties for coupled
transverse oscillations between the beam electrons and the plasma
electrons. The analysis is carried for perturbations with general
azimuthal harmonic number k. Since the eigenfrequency associated with
the interaction between the beam electrons and the plasma electrons
is much higher than the ion plasma frequency wpi it is assumed that the
positive ions form an immobile (m i+o) partially neutralizing background
with density
e = f e nb (63)
where f =const. is the fractional charge neutralization. In this
context, we obtain
DkiDik=0 , D =l , (64)
for k=b,e and % =0. The dispersion relation in Eq. (57) can then be
expressed as
(1- )wo2 R2(- ) 22
g - 2pb p b b 2 r e(W)
£ 22 (w 22,~ e2b 2e
2 2 2 2 2 =0
(1-6aeb)wpb Rp e )W (- p
- 22 pp rb()) gf 2 2 e
b e (65)
for the interaction between the beam electrons and the plasma electrons.
In obtaining Eq. (65), use has been made of the long wavelength assumption
in Eq. (58).
As a comparison with previous analyses,10 it is instructive to
consider the fundamental mode perturbation with z=l, neglecting the
17
influence of the conducting wall (R p/R c+0). In this case, it can be
shown from Eq. (46) that
1 (66)
R2
-E- F.(m)= (66
^ j ( z-kz jC- z ) j(-kJza C-W )
Substituting Eq. (66) into Eq. (65), and carrying out some straight-
forward algebraic manipulation, we obtain
[(w-kzabc)2_Wb (w-kZ bc)_ b w (
2 1 2
x{(w-kzc) 
-W ce(w-k z0 c) - W [l+(f /ie )(f e+8b-l)]
1 2 2 2 (67)4 wpb pe e b
which is identical to the result obtained by Davidson and Uhm10 within
the framework of a rigid beam model. In Eq. (67), the fractional
current neutralization f is defined by
fm 6 e b e/8b . (68)
2 2
For an intense beam satisfying Wb Wcb, the finite Larmor
radius effects of the beam electrons and the plasma electrons on stability
behavior is negligible.12 In this context, the stability analysis is
carried out for cold electrons characterized by Lj +/Rp0, j=b,e.
Moreover, we assume that the beam electrons and plasma electrons are
in a slow rotational equilibrium (w.=w, j=e,b). Substituting Eq. (61)
J J
into Eq. (15), we obtain
~2 2
{2gk (k -b c-bw))[(w-k C-,W )-(W -2w b2)] 1 - 2 )W2
{2g(-k *e z)e e ce e e pe
-(1- e )2 2 2 =0, (69)
e b pb pe
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in the cold limit with r Lj/R -*0, j=b,e. Here the laminar cold-fluid
rotation frequencies, wb and we, are defined by
2 1/2
-= 1- 1-2 wb(1-f 2+f (70)wb 2cb L 2 e b m bJ ? (0
cb
and
d 1 2w2  1- -8 81/2
e = 2 ce 2 n e- e b e
ce
where use has been made of Eqs. (15), (63), and (68).
Before proceeding with a detailed analysis of the dispersion
relation (69), it is useful to summarize the limitations on beam-
plasma parameters required for existence of the equilibrium. From
Eqs. (70) and (71), we require
(2w /wb )(l-8 -f +f8 ) < 1, (72)pb cb b e m b
and
(2w2 1w2  e e-eb)8 ] < 1 , (73)pe ce)[fbfe(~eY )'
for radial confinement of the equilibrium. The inequalities in Eqs.
(72) and (73) assure that the repulsive space-charge force on the beam
electron and plasma electron fluid elements is weaker than the magnetic
focussing force.
The growth rate Imw and real oscillation frequency Rew have been
obtained numerically from Eq. (69) for a broad range of system parameters
2 2
Yb' fe, Rp/Rc, kz bc/wcb' flefb' and wpb/w cb. Here we summarize the
essential features of the stability studies. The analysis is restricted
to zero current neutralization (f m=0), which corresponds to 8e=0
[Eq. (68)]. The growth rate and real frequency are measured in units
of the beam electron cyclotron frequency w c. As a first example,
Fig. 2 illustrates the stability boundaries in the parameter space
19
( /b' pb 2/Wb2 ) for yb=5, f =0, R /R =0.5, k bC/Wb=0, and (a) k=l,(elb' pb 2b e PCz b cb=21
(b) Z=3, and (c) k=5. For a given value of 2, the cross-hatched region
in Fig. 2 corresponds to instability (Imw > 0), whereas the -remaining
regions correspond to stability (Imw=0). For a low density beam
2 2(W /w < 0.5), it is evident from Fig. 2 that the higher harmonicpb cb IV~
perturbations (k > 2) are more unstable than the fundamental mode (k=l).
It is also found that the growth rates for k > 2 are generally larger than
the growth rate for Z=l.
Stability boundaries in the parameter space (f , kz b c/wb) are
illustrated in Fig. 3 for y=5, R /Rc=0.5, w2 /W2 =1, and fi /fi=0.5.Yb p c pb cb= eb=
In Fig. 3, the solid curves correspond to the stability boundaries
obtained from Eq. (69) for (a) Z=l, k=2, and k=3, (b) k=4, and (c) k=5.
In Fig. 3(a), for a given value of 2, the region of (f e kz bc/wcb)
parameter space above the curve corresponds to stability, whereas the
region of parameter space below the curve corresponds to
instability. The cross-hatched regions in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) also
correspond to instability for a given value of 2. Evidently, for
perturbations with low harmonic number (2 < 3), the system is most
unstable when (f e' k c/wb)=(OO) [Fig. 3(a)]. However, for pertur-
bations with higher harmonic number (k > 4), the system can be most
unstable for parameter values other than (f , k 2c/wb)=(OO) [Figs.
3(b) and 3(c)].
The dependence of stability properties on conducting wall location
is illustrated in Fig. 4 where Imw/wcb and Rew/wcb are plotted versus
R /R for k=l, f e=0 , k Abc/wcb=O, and parameters otherwise identical
to Fig. 3. It is evident from Fig. 4 that the k=l mode can be completely
stabilized by increasing the value of R /Rc beyond some critical value.
For example, in Fig. 4, the k=l mode is stable for R /Rc in the range
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0.59 < R /R < 1. We also note from Fig. 4 that the real oscillation
p C -
frequency is independent of R /R for k=1. As a general remark, forp c
perturbations with harmonic number k > 2, the influence of the conducting
wall radius on stability behavior is found to be negligibly small.
Moreover, for Z=1, the dependence of stability properties on other system
parameters is summarized in Ref. 10.
We conclude this section by summarizing the following points.
First, for sufficiently low beam density satisfying w b2 0.5, thepb cb Il05,th
higher harmonic perturbations (2 > 2) are more unstable than the k=1
mode. Moreover, generally speaking, the growth rates for k > 2 are
larger than for k=1. Second, for k < 3, the system is most unstable for
(fekzabc/wcb)=(Oo). Third, the Z=1 mode is completely
stabilized if the conducting wall is sufficiently close to the
plasma boundary. However, the influence of the conducting wall on
stability behavior for X > 2 is negligibly small.
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V. ION RESONANCE INSTABILITY
The ion resonance instability12 is one of the fundamental instabilities
that can occur in a relativistic beam-plasma system with both ion and
electron components. Previous investigations of this instability for a
10
relativistic electron component have been carried out only for the
fundamental mode (k=l). In this section, we investigate ion resonance
stability properties for higher k values within the context of the
kinetic dispersion relation (57). To make the analysis tractable, we
assume that the plasma electron density is equal to zero,
i =0 . (74)
e
In this case, the dispersion relation in Eq. (57) can be expressed as
(1- 2)bR (-a )w R 2
gf- -2 rb(w) 2
2Zv b2 v1 = .
(2 2 2 2
- A pb p b W ' gf- W
2v 2 2 vb i (75)
As a comparison with previous analyses,10,12 we first consider the
2=l mode, neglecting the effects of the conducting wall (R /R c-+0) and
substituting Eq. (66) into Eq. (75). We obtain
[(w-k bC) 2 W(w-k )_. 2 bf (l1ib)[( *kzb 7_cbo kz bc) 2pb e A)b
x ((-k0 C) 2l+W (w, k01c)-1 (be b)2 (76)
z i c z 1 2 m i pb'%a)
1 f Ybme 4 2
= e k . pb b a '
1
from Eq. (75). Equation (76) is identical to the result obtained by
Davidson and Uhm10 within the framework of a rigid beam model. In
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obtaining Eq. (76), use has been made of the definition of fractional
charge neutralization f in Eq. (63). Throughout this section, we assume
that the ion motion is nonrelativistic (i.e., I I < 1). Moreover,
for the special case of flute perturbations (kz=0) and a cold nondrifting
(Sb=O) electron beam, Eq. (75) reduces to
2 2.2
gf= pb + 2 4(w) (77)
2 (w-.wb )[(w-wb )-(cbe2w 2 V2
which is identical to the result obtained by Davidson and Uhm12 for the
ion resonance instability in a nonrelativistic nonneutral plasma.
For intense electron beams satisfying 2 2, the cold-fluidpb 'I- cb'teclfui
limit (r5 /R +0) of the dispersion relation is a good approximation,
Lj p
since the influence of finite Larmor radius effects on the ion resonance
instability is negligibly small.12 In this case, the dispersion relation
in Eq. (75) can be expressed as
{2gf (w-kzbwb)[(w-kz-bc2b (cb2wb pb
x{2g (w-k a c-w.) [(w-kz9c-W ~)+(W i+2w~) ]-(l-S2 )W 2f Zi i ci i i pi
2 2 2
-(l.-abi 2Wpb Wp2= (78)
-(-b0 i pb pi 0
where the laminar rotation frequencies are defined by
2
-l 1- 1-2 -?- (1-f a2 +f b1/2 (79)(%2 b j~ 2 e- b eibJ A
cb
and
W 1 1- 1 (Ybm 2 1/2
1 2 ci 1+ m - b 'ife+fe 1 J
mi Wci (80)
Here the fractional charge neutralization f e= i/ib is defined in Eq. (63).
Note from Eq. (79) that the limitation on plasma parameters necessary
for radial confinement of the nonneutral equilibrium is given by
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2(w2/W 2 )_f_2 a <1. (81)
2pb cb e be6 ib - 1.(1
The growth rate Imw and real oscillation frequency Rew have been
obtained numerically from Eq. (78) for a broad range of system parameters
f , and k zbc/Wcb. In this section, we summarize the essential features
of the stability studies. The numerical analysis is restricted
to the choice of parameters 2b=5 , Wb 2b1, Rb/Rc=0.5, =, and
m /m =1836. The dependence of stability properties on the energy
12 2
of the beam electrons , and on the beam intensity (w2b W2b) have
been studied in detail in Ref. 10 for the fundamental mode (k=1).
Moreover, the influence of conducting wall location (R p/R c) on
stability behavior has been investigated previously in the nonrelativistic
limit (yb) 13 In the present analysis, we investigate the ion resonance
instability with particular emphasis on higher harmonic perturbations (k > 2).
The growth rate and real frequency are measured in units of the beam
electron cyclotron frequency wcb*
The stability boundaries in the parameter space (fe, kz bc/Wcb)
are illustrated in Fig. 5 for yb= 5 , wpb /Wb= Rp/R =0.5, and k=1,2, and 3.
For a given value of k, the cross-hatched region in Fig. 5 corresponds to
instability (Imw > 0), whereas the remaining regions correspond to
stability (Imw-0). It is evident from Fig. 5 that the instability
domain extends to large values of normalized wavenumber k zbc/wcb for high
harmonic numbers P. Shown in Fig. 6 are plots of (a) normalized
growth rate Imw/wcb and (b) normalized real oscillation frequency Rew/wcb
versus k zbc/web for f e=0.3, k=1,3, and 5, and parameters otherwise
identical to Fig. 5. In Fig. 6(b), Rew/wcb is plotted only for the ranges
of k zb Ccb corresponding to instability. Several points are note-
worthy in Fig. 6. First, the ranges of kzAbc/Wcb corresponding to
instability occur at large values of k z0 bc/Wcb for high harmonic
24
numbers [Fig. 6(a)]. Second, the maximum growth rate of the instability
increases slowly as the azimuthal harmonic number k is increased.
Third, the real oscillation frequency increases rapidly as k is increased.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have investigated the stability properties for
coupled transverse oscillations of an intense relativistic electron beam
propagating parallel to a uniform magnetic field B0 z through a background
2
plasma. It has been assumed that v./y. << 1, where v. and yjm c are
J J J J J
Budker's parameter and the characteristic energy, respectively, of
plasma component j. In Sec. II, equilibrium properties were calculated
for the choice of distribution function in which all particles of plasma
component j have the same value of energy in a frame rotating with
angular velocity w. and the same value of axial canonical momentum.
The formal stability analysis was carried out in Sec. III within the
framework of linearized Vlasov-Maxwell equations for general values of
azimuthal harmonic k. In Sec. IV, stability properties for coupled
transverse oscillations between the beam electrons and the plasma
electrons were investigated. It is found, for low beam densities
2 2
satisfying wpb 2/b 0.5, that perturbations with k > 2 are the most
unstable modes. Moreover, the fundamental mode (Z=l) is completely
stabilized whenever the conducting wall is sufficiently close to the
plasma boundary. The ion resonance instability was investigated in
Sec. V, including the interaction of the beam electrons with the plasma
ions. From the numerical analysis of the dispersion relation, it is found
that the instability domain extends to large values of axial wavenumber
for high harmonic numbers X. Furthermore, the maximum growth rate of the
ion resonance instability increases slowly with increasing azimuthal
harmonic number k.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1 Equilibrium configuration and coordinate system.
Fig. 2 Stability domain [Eq. (69)] in the parameter space
(fi /b W b) for yb=5, f =0, R /R =0.5, k z C/Wb=0, ande b- pb cb b' e p c z b WcbO an
(a) 2=1, (b) .=3, and (c) 2=5.
Fig. 3 Stability boundaries [Eq. (69)] in the parameter space
(f , kzb c/Wcb) for yb=5, R /Rc=0.5, cbw' 2e b=0.5, and
(a) k=1,2,3, (b) Z=4, and (c) X=5.
Fig. 4 Plots of (a) normalized growth rate Imo/&cb and (b) normalized real
oscillation frequency Rew/wb versus Rb/Rc [Eq. (69)] for k=,
f e=0 , k zb c/W cb=0, and parameters otherwise identical to Fig. 3.
Fig. 5 Stability domain [Eq. (78)] in the parameter space (f , kz bc/Wcb)
for b=5, w2b /W2b1, R /RC=0.5, and (a) Z=1, (b) Z=2, and (c) Z=3.
Fig. 6 Plots of (a) normalized growth rate Imw/ cb and (b) normalized
real oscillation frequency Rew/wcb versus kz b c/Wcb for f =0.3,
k=1,3, and 5, and parameters otherwise identical to Fig. 5.
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